HITTEN BY ESCAPED WOLF.

Mrs. Lavinia Jackson of Washington, D. C., makes dangerous claim.

Center of Zoo.


WASHINGTON, May 30th.-Mrs. Lavinia Jackson of Washington, D. C., was severely injured yesterday by a wolf which escaped from the zoo here.

The wolf belongs to the United States Treasury, which received it from the Department of Agriculture.

The Treasury official in charge of the zoo, Mr. Johnson, said that the wolf had been in the zoo for several weeks and had been well fed.

Mrs. Jackson, who was passing through the zoo with her children, was bitten by the wolf, which had escaped from its cage.

The wolf was shot by Mr. Johnson, who said that it had been dangerous since it escaped.

The wolf was taken to the United States Treasury, which will keep it until it can be sent to the Department of Agriculture.

The Treasury official said that the wolf had been well fed and that it was not dangerous.

The Treasury official said that the wolf would be sent to the Department of Agriculture as soon as it could be handled safely.
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